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Take a look at these images. They'd be fine at a family picnic or among friends. The purpose of the school
trip where the picture was taken was different. The picture should reflect that difference.
If these images would be fine representing Darien High School, then we need to rethink Darien High School.
If this is how Darien children represent the school, then the rest of us who weren't there can be expected to
wonder how they behaved and, more important, how they were supervised.
The two images below are taken from one picture published by the Darien Public Schools Music Department.
We've reprinted the text from the same Music Department blog post where the picture came from.
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The next time you come across a Darien Board of Education member, the superintendent, the high school
principal or the head of the Music Department or a music teacher at the high school, please politely give
them a piece of your mind, whatever you think about the propriety of this.
Is it the worst thing going on in the high school? We strongly doubt that. It's simply a problem. (Here's a
worse problem at various schools in the area.)
So some will call us just a fuddy duddy, an old man yelling at kids to get off his lawn, etc., etc., etc. OK. Just
note that we're directing our objection where it belongs: At the high school administration, and indirectly at
parents who haven't taught their kids that this is not the way to present themselves.
And don't tell us that it's difficult to change this. It simply isn't.

Members of the Darien High School Concert Choir and Tudor Singers pose with their award
plaques from the Great East Adjudicated Music Festival held in Springfield, Massachusetts on
May 19. The Concert Choir was awarded a Gold rating, and the Tudor Singers earned a
Platinum rating (the highest designation given). Both ensembles are under the direction of
Christopher Andrade.

And we'll note that most of the pictures that come from the high school and from the Music Department blog
show students not behaving like this, and we never see it from students in the younger grades. And we're not
seeing it from plenty of the students in this picture. That tells you how manageable this is.
We also published on Monday a photo from a separate announcement about the Paraguayan ambassador
visiting a Darien High School Spanish class. On Facebook, we posted this comment below the picture:
It isn't hard to imagine that at a private school, the students would have been told to stand up
straight, give a polite smile, button up their shirts and unroll their sleeves. In the past, that
would have been done in public schools. DHS could do the same. (Don't blame the students,
here.)
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